HOW YOUR TECH SETUP IMPACTS REMOTE WORK

With 84% of current remote workers preferring to work from home, remote work will remain as common as having a smartphone — so the technology in your remote workspace is an important success factor.

REMOTE WORK CAN INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY...

There’s a reason 74% of organizations plan to permanently move employees to remote work.¹

Work-from-home employees spend less time avoiding work.

56% of IT professionals are dealing with a high increase in video conferencing tickets.⁶

62% of workers feel they've missed out on opportunities to collaborate.⁷

35% of workers report frustration, irritation and annoyance due to audio issues.⁸

Of those who work remotely a few times per month are more productive.³

3 of adults would consider quitting if their employer was inflexible about remote work.⁵

REMOTE WORK CAN INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY … BUT SUBPAR TECH CAN STOP YOUR MOMENTUM

THE RIGHT TECH CAN HELP YOU LEAP OVER ANY HURDLE

Poly solutions bolster remote work setups

POLY SOLUTIONS BOLSTER REMOTE WORK SETUPS

There’s a reason 74% of organizations plan to permanently move employees to remote work.²

Since going remote:

• Present your best self with video conferencing cameras that focus on you and portable webcams that connect to any device.
• Talk loud and clear from anywhere with enterprise-grade speakerphones.
• Be heard like you’re in the room with USB and Bluetooth speakerphones.

How can IT teams outfit remote workers with everything they need to communicate and collaborate remotely? Download our eBook, The IT Pro's Guide to Attracting and Retaining Remote Workers, for expert insight on equipping your employees for a work-from-anywhere world.


When remote employees are empowered with the right tools for a great virtual meeting experience, everyone wins. Learn more at poly.com/allogether.